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Let's Discuss the ELEPHANT in the Room?   

(An illuminating true story referenced in my latest audiobook) 

The Kruger National Park and Game Reserve in South 

Africa faced a growing elephant problem. The once-

endangered, African elephants had grown to a 

population larger than the park could sustain. So, a 

plan was devised to relocate "some" of the elephants 

to another larger African game reserve, Pilanesberg 

National Park.  

 

The elephants were air-lifted by helicopters, but the 

straps available for enormous male bull elephants were 

to small to fly these herculean beasts out of the park. 

So it was determined that they'd only be able to 

transport females and baby elephants.  

 

Wonderful, the problem was solved! Right? Wrong!  A few years later, marauding bands of aggressive 

juvenile male elephants emerged — the very baby elephants relocated from Kruger National 

Park.  They were violently killing the endangered white rhinoceroses (see pic).  Why?  Well, because 

the teenage elephants acted like ... delinquents.  They had no role models to follow. The male bull 

elephants were missing! 
 

The rangers then decided to invent a larger helicopter harness to tote the big boys to Pilanesberg. Your 

guessed it. Within weeks, the bizarre and violent behavior of the juvenile elephants stopped completely. 

The older bulls immediately let the young males know that their behaviors were not elephant-like at all 

and would not be tolerated.  

 

The author of the Absent-Father Syndrome: Overcoming the Trauma of a Fatherless Childhood 

by Dr. Morarji Peesay referenced this story and pointed out that this truth is not only true with 

elephants.  It’s also the solution for lost young boys around the world.  Many grow up with dad missing 

emotionally, physically, spiritually and such.  Proper societal and biblical behavior then is missing and it 

https://www.worldatlarge.news/2021/12/22/old-elephants-keep-young-elephants-in-check/
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robs and victimizes the young ones. 

 

The more extended true story is detailed in the audiobook. It’s an eye-opener and a call to action to 

encourage all of us to promote biblical solutions that keep fathers in the home, in the church and teach 

them the importance of raising godly children ... as our Lord intended. 

COMPLETED NARRATION PROJECTS AVAILABLE THIS FALL 

• Absent-Father Syndrome by Dr. Morarji Peesay –  

(Audiobook available by November 2023) 

Families are in crisis and much of the pain and damage is done when the father is absent either physically, emotionally, or spiritually (or all 

three). Dr. Peesay gives extensive anecdotes and research that addresses the issues that need to be exposed so that healing can happen in 

homes and hearts and society. His early childhood struggles, medical education and spiritual foundation provide clear and actionable 

solutions. 
 

  

• The E-Hero's Journey; Your Guide to the Entrepreneurs Quest by Brandon Moore -                                                    
(Audiobook available on Audible NOW – Click Title to Sample) 

 

What has God called you to become? What is your God-given destiny? Are you looking into your future trying to find the path of least 

resistance or do you want to challenge yourself to become the best version of yourself that God actually created you to be? The 

Entrepreneur’s journey (The E-Hero’s Journey) can show you the path you've been looking for!   
 

  

https://www.amazon.com/Absent-Father-Syndrome-Overcoming-Fatherless-Childhood/dp/1645435032/ref=sr_1_1?crid=KT5NW86FHBCH&keywords=absent+father+syndrome&qid=1696016569&sprefix=absent+father+syndrome%2Caps%2C513&sr=8-1
https://www.audible.com/pd/The-E-Heros-Journey-Audiobook/B0CL14HGSV?qid=1697658733&sr=1-1&ref_pageloadid=not_applicable&ref=a_search_c3_lProduct_1_1&pf_rd_p=83218cca-c308-412f-bfcf-90198b687a2f&pf_rd_r=A4KYRX9SWECYKB84XEMB&pageLoadId=q5bqEAXcMy6nsnoK&ref_plink=not_applicable&creativeId=0d6f6720-f41c-457e-a42b-8c8dceb62f2c
https://www.audible.com/pd/The-E-Heros-Journey-Audiobook/B0CL14HGSV?qid=1697658733&sr=1-1&ref_pageloadid=not_applicable&ref=a_search_c3_lProduct_1_1&pf_rd_p=83218cca-c308-412f-bfcf-90198b687a2f&pf_rd_r=A4KYRX9SWECYKB84XEMB&pageLoadId=q5bqEAXcMy6nsnoK&ref_plink=not_applicable&creativeId=0d6f6720-f41c-457e-a42b-8c8dceb62f2c

